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Abstract. In this paper, we address the problem of moving target feature extraction and collaborative 
tracking in wireless sensor networks (WSN), and present a parallel computing algorithm for moving 
human collaborative tracking. At first, WSN optimization deployment: divide the monitors in WSN 
into the two types: Behavior Recognition Monitor (BRM) and Collaborative Tracking Monitor 
(CTM), and settle all the monitors utilizing FCM algorithm into many groups. Secondly, parallel 
detection and behavior recognition to get the collaborative tracking target. Finally, a multi-points 
feature extraction scheme for WSN monitors to track the suspicious target collaboratively. We also 
compare our algorithm with three existing solutions, the statistics result shows that our scheme has a 
better detection accuracy and tracking performance. 

Introduction 
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) consists of a large number of low cost sensor nodes that have 

various information collection functions. Due to the low distance and scene change limitation, and 
extensive applications such as target tracking, infrastructure monitoring, habitat sensing, and 
battlefield surveillance [1], the research of WSN pays more and more attentions to researchers. 
However, the calculated amount and energy consumption are unavoidable problems related to WSN 
research for its limitation that inconvenience power supply and computation burden for single node [3]. 

Collaborative tracking is a typical application for wireless sensor networks, which could be used 
to intelligent safe guard system in civil and flight target collaborative location for radar system in 
military. As for moving human collaborative tracking, the tracking accuracy could not be promised but 
the extract feature extraction and matching. However, the schemes in feature extraction at present are 
not suit for WSN nodes for its computation burden, and the superiority of WSN is not be exploited. On 
the one hand，the schemes based on networks structure on the research of collaborative tracking are 
popular [6], such as, a quantized measurement fusion framework focus on the energy and bandwidth 
scheduling strategy is proposed by Yan Zhou[2], it gets a efficient energy scheme on collaborative 
tracking. Moreover, a dynamic cluster member selection method for multi-target tracking in WSN [4] 
that good for multi-target collaborative tracking. However, all the schemes are not consider the feature 
extraction and matching and it is not suit for human collaborative tracking. On the other hand, the 
moving target feature extraction for tracking present a lot of achievement, such as Yuan Yuan 
proposed a visual object tracking based on backward model validation method [5] that is good for 
single point tracking, but the complicate model building work is a problem for WSN node and the 
superiority of WSN is not be utilized.  

To overcome the problems above, we propose a parallel computing scheduling for moving human 
collaborative tracking in WSN. At first, divide the sensor node into two types: Behavior Recognition 
Monitor (BRM) and Collaborative Tracking Monitor (CTM), and use BRM are clustering origin 
points to settle all the monitors utilizing FCM algorithm into many groups. Secondly, parallel detection 
and behavior recognition to get the collaborative tracking target. Finally, a multi-points feature 
extraction scheme for WSN monitors to collaborative track the suspicious target. In the experiment 
part, we compare our algorithm with three existing solutions, the statistics result shows that our 
scheme has a better detection accuracy and tracking performance. 
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Monitor nodes optimization deployment 
For collaborative tracking with suspicious moving targets, the monitor nodes in WSN could be 

divided into two types: the behavior recognition monitors (BRM) and the collaborative tracking 
monitors (CTM). BRM recognize the behavior of moving people to select the suspicious target and 
extract features of it, then CTM focus on the feature match and collaborative tracking the target. On 
the original step, the system we discussed utilize the dynamic clustering algorithm to optimization 
deploy all the monitor nodes in WSN, the result refers to Fig 1 is that to set the cluster centers are BRM 
with a number of CTM deploy around. 

 
Fig 1. The monitor nodes deployment result 

 
In our system, a dynamic clustering algorithm based on FCM algorithm is proposed which original 

clustering centre is confirmed, and we could get the groups consist of BRM and CTM, each monitor 
node complete the behavior recognition and relay tracking task in the same group. 

Although FCM algorithm is good for fast clustering and could get the better clustering accuracy, it 

easy fall into terminal point，so the choosing for original point is important. Considering the features 

of our system, let BRM as the original clustering centre. We assume { }1 2, , . .., nX x x x=  as the total 

monitor nodes set, divide the X into c groups (2≤c≤n), there are c number of BRM as original 

clustering centre { }1 2, ,..., cV v v v= at the same time. The degree of membership for each monitor node 

could be described as fuzzy matrix ijU u =  ， iju  is the degree of membership between the monitor i and 

j , that must satisfy the conditions 1
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In the equation above, iv  is the clustering centre in the fuzzy group i, ij i jd v x= −  is the Euclidian 

Distance between the i clustering centre and the j monitor node [7]. M [ )1,m∈ ∞  is the fuzzy weighting 
index that benefit for noise restraining and making membership function smoothing. Two conditions 
contribute to get the lowest value for destination function mentioned above [8]: 
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The degree of membership m controls the share degree of fuzzy groups, it also play an important role 
in noise restrain and effect the concave-convex of destination function. Considering the convergence of 
the algorithm, the value area of m is related with sampling amount X, the best value is in the range [1.3, 
2.5]. 

Though the algorithm that set the confirmed original clustering point, we can get the cluster result 
which BRM are the cluster centre points. In each group according to the result includes a BRM and 
several CTM, CTM receives the tracking command from BRM in the same group, and product a 
dynamic monitor subnet. When the CTM in the boundary of a group is busy, the WSN will dynamic 
cluster for expanding the radius of the busy subnet according to a clustering intervene factor β  to 
share responsibility for busy subnet. 

 

Moving targets behavior recognition and parallel computing  
After monitors in WSN have been deployed, each node should be prepared to detect moving 

targets. In this paper, we proposed an improved algorithm to detection moving people that combine 
Mix Gaussian Model (MGM) with area fusion method. The moving target detection result could see in 
Fig 2 below: 

 
（a）The original frame image     （b）Moving target detection result 

Fig 2. An example of moving target detection 
The background in an original frame image just like (a) in Fig2 always insist of interference, such 

as tree branch swaying, fallen leaves and moving area shelter from. Moving target detection using 
traditional method could not get rid of these noises, but use the improved algorithm that combine 
MGM with area fusion algorithm a better result could be got. In Fig2, (b) is the moving area detection 
result.  

Not all the moving targets need to be collaborative tracked, so BRM should recognize the 
behaviors of targets and focus on the suspious one. Each monitor in the WSN share the same behavior 
library which some behavior templates would be defined, such as walking, running, jumping, etc. 
Surveillance system can definite some regular behaviors in the beginning, so other behaviors are 
suspicious.For reducing the computation pressure of BRM and promote the work efficiency, a parallel 
computing algorithm to be proposed based on DOT module[9]. The DOT includes three layers: 
D-layer,O-layer and T-layer, so the composition of the parallel computing module could be describe as 
Fig 3: 
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Fig 3. The composition of the parallel computing module 

As shown in Fig 3,BRM is responsible for decomposing and integrating the behavior recognition 
task. The CTMs in the same group work for parallel computing, at the same time, the data is divided 
into n parts for CTM. BRM employ a distributed SVM classifier to classify moving targets 
behaviors.The solution could improve calculate ability and decrease the time for action module 
training. 

 

Feature matching and collaborative tracking 
BRM are responsible for recognition the behavior of moving target in some important scene using 

the algorithm that combine action library matching with moving trajectory detection [10]. The part is 
not the key point of the paper, but feature extraction would be process when BRM detect a suspicious 
behavior so as to CTM performance collaborative tracking.   

An improved color histogram algorithm is proposed to extract target feature, which utilize the 
multi nodes characteristic of WSN. Fig4 is the sketch map of the method，feature of collaborative 
tracking target extract by different monitors and calculate the average value as the standard feature. In 
this way, feature error from different detection angle and illumination diversity could be decrease, so as 
to increase the veracity of feature match. 

 
Fig 4. Node characteristics acquisition sketch from double perspectives 

          As shown in Fig4, M1 and M2 for two monitor nodes, generally choose the included angle is greater 
than 90 degrees, each point to extract the top and bottom color information of moving targets, then 
two monitor nodes on a weighted average of the characteristics of the same parts, features the average 
expression of target is obtained. We hope to get the higher similarity of two target color models, so the 
weight of particle must be higher. Bhattacharyya distance [11] can be used to give each particle value, 
σ  is the variance of Gausses distribution of color information. 
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Finally, considering the difficulties about moving target tracking to single monitor, for example, 
illumination change or shelter from, our solution revise the tracking result according to relevancy 
property i j(x x y x x y )α （ , ）, （ , ）  and time difference i j(x x y x x y )T （ , ）, （ , ） . Relevancy property 
present whether the monitor i and j is connected. Time difference is the reference time when the target 
move from monitor i to monitor j. The relevancy property and time difference are focus on static sensor 
monitors. 

 

Experiment and results 
To test the performance of WSN for moving target collaborative tracking described in this paper, 

a prototype system is developed to collaborative tracking suspicious target, using the development 
platform for VS2010 and computer vision library OPENCV, running environment of the system are as 
follows: Intel Xeon CPU, 64G RAM, and windows operating system. 

This experiment in WSN by 20 distributions in different outdoor scene of monitoring points and a 
background management PC, through the background management software can see the WSN 
suspicious target collaborative tracking situation.In order to verify the algorithm described in this 
paper, the efficiency of abnormal body collaborative tracking, we from two aspects of detection 
accuracy and tracking efficiency made compared with similar algorithms, statistical results refer to 
Table 1: 

Table 1. The result of statistics analysis for different algorithms 
Solutions Detection accuracy Tracking accuracy 

Yan Zhou,etc [2] 82.7% 77.5% 
Cai Zi-xing,etc [4] 78.9% 81.6% 
Yuan Yuan [5] 79.3% 84.2% 
Our solution 84.6% 86.5% 

 
We can see from the above results, Yan Zhou, etc used in a quantized measurement fusion 

framework is focus on the energy and bandwidth scheduling strategy is more prominent in the target 
detection precision, while in the target tracking accuracy is not ideal. And Cai Zi-xing, etc put forward 
a dynamic cluster member selection method for multi-target tracking in WSN scheme has better target 
tracking accuracy, but is not ideal in terms of target detection. Yuan Yuan proposed a visual object 
tracking method based on backward model validation is also the same problem. Thus it can be seen that 
described in this article, the target detection precision and the performance of synergy has better 
tracking performance. 

 

Conclusion and future works 
In this paper, we proposed a novel solution which utilizes the advantage of WSN to improve the 

feature extraction scheduling for moving human collaborative tracking. At first, WSN optimization 
deployment: divide the monitors in WSN into the two types: Behavior Recognition Monitors and 
Collaborative Tracking Monitors, and settle all the monitors utilizing FCM algorithm into many 
groups. Secondly, parallel detection and behavior recognition to get the collaborative tracking target. 
Finally, a multi-points feature extraction scheme for WSN monitors to collaborative track the 
suspicious target. After achieved the solution, we also compare our algorithm with three exist 
algorithms, the statistics result show that our scheme has a better detection accuracy and tracking 
performance.  
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